Ethan Allen Room Design Computer Project

Summary
This project can be used to assess information learned in the Interior Design Unit. Specifically, floor plans and furniture arrangement.

Main Core Tie
FACS Exploration
Strand 1 Standard 4

Time Frame
1 class periods of 70 minutes each

Materials
- Print Out of Instructions
- Access to a Computer Lab with Internet

Instructional Procedures
This is an assignment that can be done near the end of the Interior Design unit, after students have learned about the elements and principles of design, as well as traffic patterns and furniture arrangement.
Demonstrate how to complete the assignment and go over assignment expectations. Pass out the instruction sheet and rubric to be used while they are completing the assignment. (Note: Instructions might need to be adjusted occasionally because of website design changes.)
When students are completed with their project, they are to print off and hand in, or email their design to their teacher. A possible addition to the final project might include having the students print out and color their room design based on a specific color scheme.
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